Effect of endurance and/or strength training on muscle fiber size, oxidative capacity, and capillarity in hemodialysis patients
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Effect of endurance and/or strength training on muscle fiber size, oxidative capacity, and capillarity in hemodialysis patients. J Appl Physiol 119: 865–871, 2015. First published July 16, 2015; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.01084.2014.—We previously reported reduced limb muscle fiber succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) activity and capillarity density and increased cross-sectional areas (CSAs) of all fiber types in maintenance hemodialysis (MHD) patients compared with matched controls that may contribute to their effort intolerance and muscle weakness. This study evaluated whether endurance training (ET), strength training (ST), or their combination (EST) alters these metabolic and morphometric aberrations as a mechanism for functional improvement. Five groups were evaluated: 1) controls; 2) MHD/no training; 3) MHD/ET; 4) MHD/ST; and 5) MHD/EST. Training duration was 21.5 ± 0.7 wk. Vastus lateralis muscle biopsies were obtained after HD at baseline and at study end. Muscle fibers were classified immunohistochemically, and fiber CSAs were computed. Individual fiber SDH activity was determined by a microdensitometric assay. Capillaries were identified using antibodies against endothelial cells. Type I and IIA fiber CSAs decreased significantly (10%) with EST. In the ET group, SDH activity increased 16.3% in type IIA and 19.6% in type IIX fibers. Capillary density increased significantly by 28% in the EST group and 14.3% with ET. The number of capillaries surrounding individual fiber type increased significantly in EST and ET groups. Capillary-to-fiber ratio increased significantly by 11 and 9.6% in EST and ET groups, respectively. We conclude that increments in capillarity and possibly SDH activity in part underlie improvements in endurance of MHD patients posttraining. We speculate that improved specific force and/or neural adaptations to exercise underlie improvements in limb muscle strength of MHD patients.

Patients with end stage kidney failure (ESKF) exhibit limb skeletal muscle dysfunction that culminates in impaired muscle strength and endurance capacity and that significantly curtails effort tolerance (9, 14, 24). Impaired exercise capacity in ambulatory patients with ESKF and, in particular, reduced skeletal muscle strength may also be potent predictors of mortality (11, 32).

We recently reported in vastus lateralis muscle biopsies from patients on maintenance hemodialysis (MHD) compared with normal controls, matched for age, sex, and ethnicity, that succinate dehydrogenase (SDH), a key mitochondrial oxidative enzyme, was significantly reduced in all muscle fiber types (21). In addition, there were marked ultrastructural changes in muscle fiber mitochondria in the MHD patients (21). We postulated that these findings, coupled with reduced capillary density (a decrease in number of capillaries per unit area of contractile muscle tissue), could at least partly explain the impaired muscle endurance capacity in MHD patients (21). We also noted that the cross-sectional areas (CSA) of all fiber types were increased in MHD patients compared with controls (21). We believe that this reflects individual fiber edema that, together with reduced contractile muscle tissue (caused by enhanced proteolysis and reduced fractional synthesis rate of mixed muscle proteins and myosin heavy chains (1, 4, 28)), may account for the decreased specific force (i.e., force per unit area of functional contractile muscle proteins).

Our group previously reported that endurance exercise training of MHD patients improved not only parameters of cardiovascular fitness but also the strength, power, and fatigability of the lower limbs over a 9-wk period (34). More recently, we examined the influences of 21 wk of endurance training (ET), strength training (ST), and their combination (EST) in a large cohort of MHD patients compared with MHD patients and appropriately matched normal healthy controls (CTL) who received no training (NT). Significant increments in exercise time (+96% and +80%), work rate (+35% and +71%), and total work (+113% and +138%) were observed in ET and EST groups, respectively (18). As might be expected, increased strength was noted in the ST (+286%) and EST (+149%) patients (19).

We hypothesized that the significant improvement in strength and endurance capacity of the MHD patients after training (19) would be at least in part accounted for by muscle cellular changes induced by the interventions. The aim of this study was therefore to evaluate changes in muscle fiber morphometry, oxidative capacity, and capillarity after ET, ST, or their combination (EST) in muscle biopsies before (21) and after training. It should be emphasized that the patients reported in this study are the same cohort of patients reported in previous publications pertaining to this expansive clinical trial (18, 19, 21, 37).

METHODS

Subjects. Subjects studied were 59 patients (40 men and 19 women) undergoing maintenance hemodialysis (MHD) for a mean of 54.7 ± 8.6 (SE) mo (range, 6 to 297 mo) and 22 normal control (CTL) subjects (17 men and 5 women). The mean age was 42.1 ± 1.5 yr for...
were performed on the right vastus lateralis muscle in CTL subjects. These were obtained at a consistent site. Biopsies additional demographics). Five groups of subjects were evaluated: 1) CTL (n = 22); 2) MHD with no training (NT; n = 15); 3) MHD with endurance training (ET; n = 13); 4) MHD with strength training (ST; n = 17); and 5) MHD with a combination of endurance and strength training (EST; n = 14). The EST patients spent half as much time undergoing ST as the ST patients and half as much time undergoing ET as the ET patients. Training duration was 21.5 ± 0.7 wk. Additional details regarding the specific exercise training regimens and randomization procedures were previously reported (19).

Because MHD patients are less active physically, we sought to enroll CTL subjects who exhibited similar levels of a sedentary lifestyle. Other controlling criteria included: similar age, sex distribution, and racial/ethnic mix. For the healthy CTL, there was no evidence of chronic illnesses or acute inflammatory processes. The MHD patients were clinically stable during the study, with no evidence of acute or chronic inflammatory states, and absence of severe heart, lung, or liver failure or muscle or joint diseases. No patients had insulin-dependent diabetes, vasculitis, or a functioning renal transplant. None received corticosteroids or took excessive alcohol or illicit drugs. Both MHD patients and healthy CTL subjects were training naive. MHD was performed 3 times/wk, with each session lasting 4 h. This study was approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center and by the Institutional Review Board of the Burns & Allen Research Institute at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

Skeletal muscle biopsies. Biopsies were obtained from the right vastus lateralis muscle at baseline and at the end of the exercise training for MHD patients and again after an interval of 9.6 ± 0.2 wk in CTL subjects. These were obtained at a consistent site. Biopsies were performed on the right vastus lateralis muscle ~10 cm cephalad to the superior border of the patella, 1-2 cm anterior to the midlateral line of the right leg, as previously described (19, 21, 37). All muscle samples were processed by a single experienced investigator (M.F.) in an identical fashion. The sample was viewed under a dissecting scope, rapidly blotted of extra fluid and cleaned of fat and blood if present, and the fiber orientation was verified. With small muscle biopsies, it is not feasible to control for fiber length as one would with a muscle strip or whole muscle. The muscle specimens were therefore prepared at a resting length, mounted on cork with optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound (Tissue-Tek, Sakura Finetek U.S.A., Torrance, CA), oriented for transverse sectioning (i.e., with fibers perpendicular to cork surface), and then rapidly frozen in isopentane cooled to its melting point by liquid nitrogen. The fresh frozen muscle samples were stored at −80°C until analysis. All histochemical, quantitative histochemical, and immunohistochemical studies, including initial sectioning of muscle specimens, were performed by a single experienced investigator to minimize variation in sample processing and analysis.

Immunohistochemistry: muscle fiber types and capillaries. For the assessment of muscle fiber classification and capillarity, serial cross-sections of the muscle sample were cut (10-μm thickness) using a cryostat (Reichert-Jung, model 2800E, Nussloch, Germany) kept at −20°C. Muscle cryosections were dried at room temperature, fixed in cold acetone for 5 min, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 5 min and incubated in 5% goat serum for 15 min at room temperature. For the identification of capillaries, muscle sections were processed by a single experienced investigator to minimize variation in sample processing and analysis.

Muscle morphology. Muscle fiber proportions (into types I, IIA, and IIX), fiber cross-sectional areas (CSAs), and capillaries were determined from microscopic images of digitized muscle sections, using a computer-based imaging-processing system. A microscope stage micrometer was used to calibrate the imaging system for morphometry. With a ×20 microscope objective, we determined that each pixel had an area of 0.15 μm². Muscle fiber proportions, CSAs, and capillaries were determined from samples of 150–200 fibers for each subject. Group means for each fiber type were computed from the average values obtained from each individual subject (i.e., no pooling of fibers). Individual fiber CSAs were determined from the number of pixels within manually outlined fiber boundaries. Muscle capillarity was determined by l) the capillary density, defined as the number of capillaries per square millimeter of muscle area; 2) the number of capillaries per fiber (and per fiber type), i.e., the average number of capillaries in physical contact with each fiber or the mean number of capillaries surrounding each fiber; and 3) the capillary-to-fiber ratio, i.e., the total number of capillaries divided by the total number of fibers within a muscle section.

Single fiber succinate dehydrogenase activity. Fiber oxidative capacity was determined by quantifying the activity of succinate dehydrogenase (SDH; a key mitochondrial enzyme in the Krebs cycle) in individual muscle fibers. The methodology employed to quantify SDH activity has been described in detail in previous reports (2, 3, 21). Briefly, in the histochemical reaction for SDH, the progressive reduction of nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) to an insoluble colored compound (a diformazan) is used as a reaction indicator. The reduction of NBT is mediated by H⁺ ions released in the conversion of succinate to fumarate. In a series of 6-μm-thick sections, the incubation medium contained a large quantity of succinate (60 mM) and, thus, the SDH reaction was not substrate limited. In other sections, succinate was absent from the incubation medium, so that the reduction of NBT in these sections was nonspecific. These sections are referred to as tissue blanks.

The concentration of NBT diformazan (NBT-dfz) deposited within a muscle fiber was calculated using the Beer Lambert equation:

$$[\text{NBT-dfz}] = \frac{\text{OD}}{k \times l}$$

where OD was the optical density of the muscle fiber measured at 570 nm (the peak absorbance wave length for NBT-dfz), k was the molar extinction coefficient for NBT-dfz (26,478 mol/cm), and l was the path length (i.e., 6 μm section thickness) for light absorbance. The OD of muscle fibers was determined using a microdensitometric procedure implemented on the computer-based image processing system. The video image was then digitized into a matrix of 1,024 × 1,024 pixels (picture elements). The gray levels of the video scanner were calibrated for photometry (OD units) using a series of neutral density filters (0.004 to 2.00 OD units, Melles Griot, Rochester, NY). During the SDH reaction, the formation of NBT-dfz in muscle fibers increases linearly over a period of at least 7-9 min. In reactions where succinate was absent from the reaction medium, there was measurable staining (i.e., reduction of NBT), but the OD did not change significantly across the same time periods. The tissue blank OD also corresponded to the OD measured at time zero in reactions where succinate was present in the medium. On the basis of these data, we justified the use of a single end-point measurement of OD, with a reaction time of 5 min. The reaction was stopped at 5 min by immediately rinsing sections (both tissue blanks and those with succinate) with distilled water. Sections were dried, mounted, and
were kept in the dark until images were scanned and digitized (~2 to 3 h). In previous experiments, we have determined that there were no significant changes in individual muscle fiber OD values if sections were scanned/digitized within 10 h after the end of the SDH reaction (2, 3).

From these end-point measurements, a rate of SDH reaction was interpolated. Mean SDH activity of individual muscle fibers was determined by averaging the OD of all pixels within outlined muscle fibers. To correct for the nonspecific formation of NBT-dfz, the tissue blank OD for each fiber was subtracted from the OD measured when substrate was added to the incubation medium. From the Beer-Lambert equation, the mean SDH activity of each fiber was expressed as millimoles of fumarate per l of tissue per minute. Approximately 150–200 fibers (i.e., same fibers sampled for the measurement of cross-sectional area) were analyzed for SDH from each specimen. The SDH activity of each individual fiber was used to determine the mean SDH activity for each fiber type. Group means for each fiber type were computed from the average values obtained from each individual subject (i.e., no pooling of fibers).

Statistical analysis: The distribution of data was tested for normality. Statistical analysis on MHD patients was performed using a mixed factorial (4 × 2, for training group and time) ANOVA with repeated measures on the pre-post data (SigmaStat v. 2.0, Jandel, Richmond, CA). No treatment interaction between ET and ST could be assessed because, as described above, the EST group is not equivalent to the combination of ET and ST, in that the EST group received only half the ET volume and half the ST volume, compared with either the ET or ST groups. Post hoc analysis (Bonferroni) was used to compare differences in independent groups. An α level of 0.05 was used to determine significance. Values are presented as means ± SE. Data from healthy sedentary control subjects are not included in the statistical analysis because their comparison with the entire MHD cohort prior to training was previously published (21). We, however, still incorporate the CTL data in the figures to allow a visual assessment of the relative changes after training in the MHD subgroups to the CTL subjects (i.e., how close or distant was any improvement in the various parameters tested).

RESULTS

Subject demographics and clinical data. Characteristics and body composition of MHD patients and control subjects are provided in Tables 1 and 2 of our companion paper (21). Features of the five subgroups (i.e., CTL, NT, ET, ST, and EST) are provided in Table 1 of Ref. 18. See also METHODS.

Muscle fiber proportions and morphology. The muscle fibers of the vastus lateralis muscle were classified based on their immunoreactions to antibodies against specific MyHCs, and the proportions of type I, IIA, and IIX muscle fibers were determined for CTL subjects and MHD patients. Compared with baseline, analysis of the muscle biopsies at the end of study showed no significant changes in the proportions of type I, IIA, and IIX muscle fibers after either type of training (Fig. 1). Compared with baseline, after the specific type of exercise training, the mean CSA of both type I and IIA fibers decreased significantly by 10% in the EST group (Fig. 2), from 5,223 ± 440 to 4,683 ± 370 μm² for type I fibers (P < 0.05) and from 4,749 ± 422 to 4,291 ± 387 μm² for type IIA fibers (P < 0.05). No significant changes were observed after ET or ST alone.

Mean SDH activity. The mean SDH activities from individual type I, IIA, and IIX fibers of the vastus lateralis muscle were determined by a quantitative microdensitometric assay. Compared with baseline, after exercise training, there were no significant changes in the mean SDH activities of individual type I, IIA, and IIX fibers in any group. However, the mean SDH activity increased 16.3% in type IIA (P = 0.07) and 19.6% in type IIX (P = 0.06) fibers with ET and 8.9% in type IIA (P = 0.07) fibers with ST (Fig. 3).

Muscle fiber capillarity. Compared with baseline, after training, the mean number of capillary contacts per individual fiber types increased significantly in type I (7%; P < 0.001), IIA (4%; P < 0.05), and IIX (3%; P < 0.05) fibers with EST and in type I (6%; P < 0.01) and IIA (4%; P < 0.05) fibers with ET (Fig. 4). No significant changes were observed with ST.

The capillary-to-fiber ratio, i.e., the total number of capillaries divided by the total number of fibers within a muscle section, increased significantly by 9.6% (P < 0.01) with ET and 11.0% (P < 0.001) with EST (Fig. 5). No significant changes were observed with ST.

Compared with baseline, after exercise training, the capillary density (i.e., the number of capillaries per square millimeter of muscle area) of the vastus lateralis muscle increased significantly in EST (28%; P < 0.01) and ET (14.3%; P < 0.05)
patients (Fig. 5). There was no significant change in capillary density for the ST group.

**DISCUSSION**

In our companion paper (21), we postulated that impaired mitochondrial function and capillarity were important factors accounting for effort intolerance and decreased endurance in MHD patients. We also postulated that muscle fiber edema and likely reduced contractile tissue accounted for a reduction in force per unit CSA of muscle (i.e., reduced specific force/contractility), which would be an important factor accounting for impaired limb muscle strength in MHD patients. We also published previously improved endurance and strength in MHD patients subjected to exercise training (endurance, strength, or their combination) protocols (19, 34). Our current data indicate directions of change in several muscle characteristics that may contribute to the functional improvements reported (19).

**Muscle fiber oxidative capacity.** At baseline, the mean SDH activities in type I, IIA, and IIX fibers of the vastus lateralis were reduced by 29, 40, and 47%, respectively, in our MHD cohort compared with healthy CTL subjects (21). These robust data are mirrored by muscle homogenate data for citrate synthase, cytochrome c oxidase, and β-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase, other key oxidative mitochondrial enzymes (1, 7). Furthermore, a 27% reduction in the fractional synthesis rate of muscle mitochondrial proteins was reported with chronic renal failure (1), as well as distinct ultrastructural mitochondrial abnormalities in our MHD cohort (21).

In the present study, we did not observe a significant increase in SDH activity for any fiber type across groups. However, the fact that there was a 16.3 and 19.6% increment in SDH activity in type IIA and IIX fibers with ET (with a relatively small number of subjects), there is strong inference that these data might become significant with improved number of subjects and power, because combining all treatment groups yielded a significant increase in SDH activity (not reported). By contrast, the endurance training effects in both young and old (up to 70 years of age) subjects without comorbidities is robust in both groups for muscle citrate synthase activity in both the short and long terms (6, 22, 25, 35). The increment of oxidative capacity in our MHD subjects was much reduced compared with normal subjects, in whom an
increment of 40% or more was observed with short-term endurance training (22, 26, 31). This suggests a much less robust response to exercise in our MHD patients. Our MHD patients were rather deconditioned (18, 19, 34), which likely decreased exercise intensity with concomitant reduced metabolic adaptation. In addition, there is disordered muscle protein turnover in patients with chronic renal failure (reduced mitochondrial protein synthesis and enhanced proteolysis). Many of the underlying factors (altered protein, amino acid, carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, inflammation, abnormal nutritional status, decreased daily physical activity, abnormal endocrine function, etc.) would be expected to persist during exercise training, thus blunting the adaptive response (18, 29). We speculate, because our ET cohort exhibited significant improvements in functional measures of endurance, that even small improvements in muscle oxidative capacity may be important contributors to the overall functional improvements noted.

Muscle fiber capillarity. At baseline, we reported generally impaired capillarity in MHD patients (21), which would stress the diffusion capability for adequate nutrient and oxygen exchange, particularly under conditions of increased demand as in exercise (21, 30).

In the present study, significant increments in indices of capillarity were noted in those groups receiving endurance training. Of interest, studies in healthy subjects undergoing endurance training reported a similar increase in capillary density in young and old subjects, whereas other indices of capillarity increased by greater magnitudes [20–40% (10, 25)]. Apart from capillary density, other indices of capillarity were much more attenuated in the MHD patients compared with exercise training of healthy adult subjects. Again the intensity of training may have been a factor, as greater improvements in capillarity would be expected with enhanced intensity protocols, which our MHD subjects were unable to perform (25). The same argument has been applied to the frail elderly population in whom gains from rehabilitation programs may be attenuated because of limitations to muscle plasticity (5, 8, 33).

Muscle fiber morphometry. At baseline in our MHD subjects, we reported increased CSA of all muscle fiber types (20), which we consider to be most likely due to fiber edema. This is consistent with the reported increased muscle intra- and extracellular total water in MHD patients (23). After exercise training in the present study, there were no changes in the CSA of any fiber type in any group except the EST patients, in whom a significant decline in CSA of 10% was observed in type I and type IIA fibers. Of note, in all the trained groups of our study, no differences were noted posttraining in fat free mass (FFM) of the limbs or of the whole body by DEXA scanning or by bioelectrical impedance measurements (19).
Lack of hypertrophy, particularly with regard to the resistive training (ST and EST) in our study differs from the responses reported for healthy sedentary subjects, in which increments in quadriceps CSA of ~6% were noted in elderly subjects with greater hypertrophy (14%) in young subjects with resistive training (20). There is also the concept of “interference effect” reported for concurrent endurance and strength training as demonstrated by Karavirta et al. (16), in which a 16% increment in type II fiber CSA of the vastus lateralis was observed with strength training, but no changes were observed in the combined strength and endurance training group. Thus our study patients differ in their morphometric profile response. This lack of morphological changes may reflect the decreased intensity of resistance training and the internal milieu of the MHD patients in which there are multiple stimuli promoting muscle proteolysis (28). Nevertheless marked increments in strength were observed in our MHD subjects. We postulate two possible mechanisms. First, strength training may have indeed induced anabolic effects in muscle fibers, as reflected by increased muscle IFG-1 (19) with a possible decrement in edema (as reflected by the decrease in fiber size in the EST group). This would provide more contractile muscle mass per fiber to improve strength and specific force. In addition, muscle levels of myostatin mRNA, a repressor of muscle anabolism and growth, was significantly reduced with training, and IL-6, which can promote muscle catabolism, was reduced by 40% in our MHD patients (19). Lastly, we previously reported a significant reduction in muscle atrogin-1 mRNA (a muscle-specific ubiquitin ligase, important in muscle proteolysis) after ST (compared with baseline) in our MHD subjects (38). Thus several pathway signals in our MHD subjects after training support increased muscle fiber protein synthesis and reduced muscle protein breakdown. Second, increased strength in the absence of hypertrophy could also be explained by neural adaptations to training, as reflected by significant increments of maximum integrated EMG in the vastus lateralis after either strength training or concurrent strength and endurance training (13). This reflects motor unit activation with training that results from either an increase in the number of active motor units and/or an increase in their firing frequencies (e.g., 12).

Two other studies of resistive training in MHD patients also showed significant improvements in leg muscle strength after resistive training, but no significant change in lean body mass or muscle size (15, 17). Thus these studies would seem to support our findings described above.

Clinical implications and conclusions. Our data have important clinical implications for MHD patients, because reduced aerobic capacity and muscle strength have been linked to poor survival (11, 32). Our data suggest that significant improvements in capillarity, and thus microvascular flow within the muscle for oxygen and nutrient transport and flux, account in part for improved endurance capacity with exercise training. This assumes no reduction in cardiac output and muscle blood flow as has been described in patients with chronic heart failure (27). It was also previously reported that patients with chronic renal failure retain the ability to increase the limb muscle mRNA abundance of VEGF, an angiogenic factor, with exercise (36). This, coupled with the strong “tendency” for increased SDH activity within individual muscle fiber types, suggest that MHD patients retain the ability to promote adaptations in the muscle “aerobic machinery,” although aerobic capacity is still markedly attenuated compared with healthy populations of untrained subjects (25). We also speculate that small biochemical and cellular adaptations may be sufficient to induce important physiological changes. Furthermore, our data provide strong inference for speculation that the improved strength observed in our subjects receiving resistive training may be explained in part by improved specific force and/or neuromuscular adaptations. Lastly, our study along with many in the literature, attests to the safety of exercise rehabilitation protocols that are geared to improve the strength and endurance of the exercising muscles in patients undergoing MHD.
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